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Abstract 

A primary challenge for alibi generation research is        
establishing the ground truth of the real world events of          
interest. We used a smartphone app to record data on          
participants for a month prior to a memory test. The app           
captured their accelerometry continuously and their GPS       
location and sound environment every ten minutes. After a         
week retention interval, we asked participants to identify        
where they were at a given time from among four alternatives.           
Participants were incorrect 36% of the time. Furthermore, our         
forced choice procedure allowed us to conduct a conditional         
logit analysis to assess the relative importance of different         
aspects of the events to the decision process. We found strong           
evidence that participants confuse days across weeks. In        
addition, people often confused weeks in general and also         
hours across days. Similarity of location induced more errors         
than similarity of sound environments or movement types. 
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Introduction 
In 1984, Ronald Cotton was convicted for rape and         
burglary. He was sentenced to life + 50 years. In 1995, he            
was released having served over 10 years in prison, when          
DNA evidence demonstrated that Booby Poole was guilty of         
the crime (www.innocenceproject.org/cases/ronald-cotton).   
The Innocence Project estimates that between 2% and 5% of          
prisoners have been falsely convicted. Australia had a prison         
population of 42,974 at 30 June 2018 (Prisoners in         
Australia, 2019), suggesting that over 2000 individuals may        
be serving time for crimes they did not commit. In the           
United States, 2.3M people were incarcerated in 2019        
(Sawyer & Wagner, 2019) suggesting over 100,000 people        
may be falsely incarcerated. And as Richard Rosen, Ronald         
Cotton’s lawyer points out, Bobby Poole went on to rape          
other women while the police were focused on Cotton, so          
Ron was not the only person to suffer as a consequence of            
the mistake (What Jennifer saw, n.d.). 

The Cotton case is one of the best known examples of            
false eyewitness testimony. The victim Jennifer      
Thompson-Cannino not only identified Cotton in original       
photo and physical line ups, but in a second trial when asked            
whether it was Cotton or Poole who assaulted her, picked          
Cotton (Thompson-Cannino, Cotton & Torneo, 2009).      
However, there is another aspect of the case that has          

received relatively little attention. When Cotton was       
interrogated he provided a false alibi. Rather than report         
where he had been at the time of the crime, Cotton           
mistakenly recalled where he had been the week before.         
Therefore, Cotton’s alibi was inaccurate and could not be         
corroborated (Thompson-Cannino et al., 2009). Jurors have       
a strong tendency to assume that inaccurate alibis are a          
result of lying rather than memory error (Crozier, Strange,         
& Loftus, 2017, Culhane & Hosch, 2012).  

Generating Alibis 
Alibi provision is an integral component of the criminal         
justice system and relies heavily on an individual’s ability to          
use their memory to recall their whereabouts (Crozier,        
Strange, & Loftus, 2017). While autobiographical retrieval       
is error prone (Culhane, Hosche, & Kehn, 2008; Olson &          
Charman, 2012; Strange, Dysart, & Loftus, 2010), people        
often underestimate how challenging it is for innocent        
people to provide accurate alibis (Culhane & Hosche, 2012;         
Olson & Charman, 2012).  

A study conducted by Olson and Wells (2010) found that           
30-45% of participants made some change to their initial         
alibi statement when asked to verify their whereabouts.        
Similarly, when Olson and Charman (2012) examined the        
quality of innocent suspects’ alibis, they found that 36% of          
initially reported alibis were inaccurate in some way, and         
thus rendered inconsistent. More recently, Strange, Dysart       
and Loftus (2014) investigated alibi consistency by asking        
participants to provide an initial truthful alibi from a time          
point three weeks prior, and then had the participants spend          
a week actively attempting to source evidence to        
corroborate their alibi. In the second part of the experiment,          
participants were instructed to consider their findings and to         
once again recall their whereabouts for the same time point.          
Only one half of the participants were able to provide          
consistent alibis between the sessions (Strange et al., 2014). 

Alibi errors or inconsistencies are often used as an          
indication of guilt in a criminal investigation and can         
jeopardize the perceived innocence of an individual       
suspected of a crime (Crozier et al., 2017). Equating alibi          
inconsistencies with guilt is problematic given that       
inconsistent memory recall is common and is broadly        
consistent with what is known about human memory        
(Crozier et al., 2017; Strange et al., 2014). Culhane and          



Hosch (2012) investigated the beliefs and behaviours of        
current law enforcement officers, future law enforcement       
officers and laypersons towards criminal suspects who       
either changed or maintained their alibis. Any change in an          
alibi led participants to judge a suspect as guilty more often           
than if no change in alibi had occurred (Culhane & Hosche,           
2012). Furthermore, Burke and Turtle (2003) highlight that        
once a person has given an inconsistent alibi, police may          
begin a guilt-presumptive interrogation with the potential       
for investigators to engage in behavioural confirmation bias        
(Snyder & Haugen, 1994). That is, a guilt-presumptive        
interrogation could lead to investigators seeking out       
information that confirms their belief of guilt based on their          
perception of a suspect’s provided alibi (Burke and Turtle,         
2003) and exerting pressure to obtain confessions from        
suspects they deem guilty (Kassin, Goldstein, and Savitsky,        
2003). 

Generally, alibi evaluation has not had the same level of           
empirical scrutiny as other psychological phenomenon used       
in criminal and forensic contexts (Crozier et al., 2017). For          
example, there has been extensive empirical research       
examining eye-witness identification, and a subsequent shift       
towards applying evidence-based recommendations to     
improve practice in the criminal justice jurisdiction (e.g.        
Davies, 1996). The majority of existing alibi research has         
focused on the social psychological issues that shape how         
alibis are perceived, such as the factors influencing the         
believability of an alibi or the impact of corroborating         
evidence (e.g. Allison & Brimacombe, 2010; Culhane &        
Hosche, 2004). 

Perhaps the most distressing aspect of the Cotton story is           
that it could have been easily avoided. Had the police officer           
involved asked where he had been the week before, Cotton          
would likely have realized his mistake. The police may then          
have been able to verify his alibi and his conviction could           
have been prevented. 

But what are the right questions to ask? In this case,            
asking about the week before would have been decisive, but          
there are many questions one could ask. Where were you the           
day before and after the crime? Where were you the hour           
before and after the crime? You said you were running -           
when else were you running? You said you were at a           
concert - have you been to any other concerts recently?          
Memory traces consist of many elements, but which ones         
are the most likely to generate false retrieval? 

Unfortunately, current work in the memory literature is         
poorly equipped to answer these questions. The majority of         
studies occur within laboratory paradigms where aspects       
such as font colour, word frequency and semantic category         
are manipulated - aspects that are quite different from those          
a detective is likely to be interested in. Work in          
autobiographical memory relies on self report of selected        
memories or on events on public record (Conway, 1990;         
Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). These kinds of memories        
might be expected to more faithfully capture the kinds of          

information that typical memories contain. However, these       
events tend to attract more attention and are more likely to           
be reinforced by subsequent retellings than typical       
memories (Neisser & Harsch, 1992). What is needed is a          
way of passively capturing the experiences of a person’s life          
so they can be tested at a later time. 

Using Experience Sampling Methods to Study 
Memory for WHERE 

The current study will use people’s smartphones to         
collect a continuous record of people’s experience as they         
go about their daily lives. The study will examine factors          
that may influence memory retrieval for locations, including        
variables such as spatial distance, environmental sounds,       
accelerometry and timing of events. Prior work has        
investigated how people remember WHEN an event       
happened (Dennis, Yim, Sreekumar, Evans, Garrett &       
Sederberg, 2017) and the neural representation of       
autobiographical information (Chow & Rissman, 2017;      
Nielson, Smith, Sreekumar, Dennis & Sederberg, 2015;       
Sreekumar, Nielson, Smith, Dennis, & Sederberg, 2018). To        
the best of our knowledge this is the first study to use this             
methodology to study memory for WHERE. 

Method 

Participants 
We recruited 51 participants for the current study - 44           

from the Unforgettable Research Services (URS,      
www.unforgettable.me) platform and seven from a      
university research experience pool. 

Procedure and Design  
Participants downloaded the URS app (Dennis, Yim,        

Garrett, Sreekumar, Stone, 2019) and collected data for four         
weeks. GPS coordinates were collected every 10 minutes (~         
8640 pairs per subject). Accelerometry vectors were       
collected ~10 times a second continuously (~ 51M data         
points per subject). These samples were divided into 600         
millisecond segments and a Fast Fourier Transform was        
applied to each coordinate separately. Five hundred       
milliseconds segments of audio were collected as Mel        
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients every 10 minutes      
(Mermelstein, 1976; ~ 8640 samples per subject). 

The URS app provides several mechanisms to allow         
participants to control data collection and protect their        
privacy. A large all-stop button (Figure 1) can be used to           
stop all data collection at times when the participant feels          
this appropriate. The same screen allows participants to see         
which sensors are currently active (the blue labels) and how          
much data has been collected today in that stream.  
 

http://www.unforgettable.me/


 

Figure 1: The all-stop button allows the participant to 
cease all data collection. 

Participants could determine which types of events would        
be recorded, how often they were recorded and how long          
they had to review the data before it left the phone (Figure            
2). Figure 3 shows the interface for deleting segments from          
the phone. They also had a search interface on the          
unforgettable.me website that allowed them to delete data        
once it reached the server (Figure 4).  
 

 

Figure 2: Participants could control which sensors were 
recording and set several other parameters of data 
collection. 

 

 

Figure 3: Participants could delete hour blocks of data 
before it left the phone. 

 

 

Figure 4: Search interface on the unforgetable.me website 
that allowed participants to delete data once it reached the 
server. 



After the data collection period, there was a one-week          
interval before participants were invited to take a memory         
test for the experiment. For each trial, participants were         
prompted with a time and date cue (e.g. Where were you at            
2:30 P.M. on Tuesday, 16th July 2019?) and asked to select           
one of four markers labelled A, B, C or D on the google             
map provided (Figure 5). 
 

Figure 5: Example trial in the memory for WHERE 
experiment. Participants were given a time at the bottom 
of the screen and had to select where they were from the 
four pins on the map. 

Participants could interact with the google map, including         
panning to any location or zooming in and out. After each           
trial, participants were asked to rate their confidence on a          
5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 being ‘not at all          
confident’ to 5 ‘very confident’. 

Results 
Given the sensitive nature of experience sampling data        
collected for our experiment (e.g. frequent GPS locations of         
participants), previous methods of participant     
deidentification are inadequate for this work. Powerful       
re-identification algorithms can be utilized to induce       
sensitive personal data (Dennis, Garrett, Yim, Hamm, Osth,        
Sreekumar & Stone, 2019b). Therefore, participant data was        
analysed using a language called Private that is built into the           
Unforgettable platform. Private allows data to be analysed        
whilst maintaining rigorous levels of confidentiality and       
incorporates methods for blinding researchers to raw       
participant data (Dennis et al., 2019b). 

Descriptive Statistics 
The mean accuracy rate across participants was .64 (SD =           

.16), with a mean reaction time of 51.04 sec (SD =           
1152.85). In the Unforgettable system, an event is defined         
as an hour period. Over four weeks the maximum number of           
events a participant could collect is 672. However,        
participants have the freedom to turn off the app and to           

delete events either before or after they leave the phone - a            
mechanism designed to protect their privacy. As a        
consequence, the average number of events collected per        
subject was  458.59 (SD = 128.98). 

Conditional Logit Model of Predictors 
As the choice alternatives change on a trial by trial basis            

in our experiment, we employed a Bayesian conditional        
logit model to assess the contributions of different        
modalities to the participant choices. For each predictor, we         
calculated the distance of that choice to the target.  

Each event is deemed to have extended for an hour period            
(so that we capture the general experience of the participant          
at the time, rather than just a momentary movement, for          
instance). So, we took the median of the distances between          
each of the data points in each event. Figure 6 illustrates the            
distance calculation between two events for the GPS        
modality (although the same procedure was employed for        
the audio and accelerometry modalities). In Event 1 there         
are three points and in Event 2, two points. We calculate the            
Euclidean distance between all pairs of points (the red lines)          
and then take the median of those distances. One         
consequence of this method is that the distance from a target           
event to itself is not typically zero, although in general it           
will be lower than the distances to distractor events.  

For the GPS, audio and accelerometry modalities, once         
distances had been calculated they were standardized to        
ensure that the weights derived from different modalities        
could be compared to each other. 
 

 

Figure 6: Distance calculation. 

Figure 7 shows the mean beta weights along with their 95% 
credible intervals for the accelerometry, audio and GPS 
modalities. The weights are negative because small 
distances indicate a higher probability of confusion. The 
GPS dominates but zero lies outside the 95% credible 
interval for the audio and accelerometry modalities also 
suggesting that they also have significant effects on choice 
performance. 
 



 

Figure 7: Plots of mean beta weights and their 95% 
credible intervals for modality 

The correlations between the predictor variables were       
modest (see Table 1). The largest was between        
accelerometry and GPS at 0.2 minimizing the need for         
concern over the degree to which variables mimicked each         
other. 

Table 1: Correlations between predictor variables 

 GPS Accel 

Accel 0.20 1.00 

Audio -0.02 -0.01 

 
Ronald Cotton mistakenly retrieved information about the       
week before the crime. To test for the influence of these           
kinds of errors, we constructed categorical time predictors.        
The hour predictor was zero when the two events occurred          
on the same hour of the day (but potentially on different           
days). Otherwise, it was one. The day predictor was zero          
when the two events occurred on the same day of the week            
(but potentially in different weeks). And the week predictor         
was zero when an event occurred in the same week without           
reference to day or hour. Note in this case, we did not            
standardize the predictors as they are binary values.  

Figure 8 shows the means of the weights along with their            
95% credible intervals. The weight associated with the day         
of week predictor shows a strong effect suggesting the error          
that Cotton made is not uncommon. However, hour of day          
and week predictors also show substantial effects on the         
choice behaviour. 

The mean confidence rating across subjects was 3.93         
(SD = 1.16). We used a logistic regression analysis to          
examine the relationship between confidence ratings and       
accuracy of responses. Both the mean and median beta         
weights were 0.52 with a 95% credible interval of [0.456,          

0.586] indicating that there is a significant positive        
relationship between confidence and accuracy. 
 

 

Figure 8: Weights for categorical time predictors. 

    Discussion 
The first interesting result from this study is the error rate.            

On average, participants were incorrect in their choice of         
location 36% of the time. That is a significant proportion,          
particularly given that in the experimental situation they        
were given only four alternatives from which to choose. In          
an investigative context there would typically be no        
restriction on the possible answers they could provide        
making the task significantly more difficult. The result        
strengthens the evidence for the observation that alibi        
generation is error prone (Culhane, Hosche, & Kehn, 2008;         
Olson & Charman, 2012; Strange, Dysart, & Loftus, 2010)         
as we recorded the participants actual locations rather than         
relying on consistency of reports to derive an estimate.    

These results also allow us to provide preliminary         
recommendations to investigators and could guide      
interrogation practices in the future. Asking where the        
suspect was the week before and after at the same time           
appears to be the most critical question. However, asking         
where they were at that time on the previous and subsequent           
days and more generally if they think they have the right           
week are almost as important. Similarly, asking at what         
other times they were near the place they provided would be           
worthwhile. However, based on these results, it would seem         
less important to ask about other times they were engaged in           
similar activities or during which they were exposed to a          
similar sound environment. 

More generally, this work demonstrates the viability of         
using big data approaches to provide a deeper and more          
translationally relevant understanding of human memory      
than has been possible in the past.  
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